THE FOUR GEORGES
of his men escaped, though he himself was captured the
next morning. In the following April an outbreak in
Scotland was put down without much difficulty at Bonny-
rnuir, though not before a treasonable proclamation had
spread consternation in Glasgow. These events bore so
marked a resemblance to the Cato Street conspiracy that
they served to increase the alarm which that attempt had
aroused among those who had anything to lose.
The violence of the extreme reformers defeated its own
ends, for it frightened moderate people, and gave the
authorities no alternative but to use force. Much ink has
been spilt over the Six Acts, by which Sidmouth, as Home
Secretary, sought to strengthen the forces of law and
order, but in retrospect they do not appear very drastic.
Two of them, against illegal and military training and
the traversing of indictments, have since become part of
the ordinary law. One, which enabled magistrates in
certain localities to search for arms, was only in force for
two years; another, aimed at blasphemous and seditious
libels, was a dead letter so far as its penalties were con-
cerned, though no one who has the slightest knowledge
of contemporary political literature can deny that some
check was greatly needed; another was at least equitable,
for it submitted the cheap pamphlet Press to the duty
already paid by newspapers. The only one of the Six
Acts which can be said to have been really drastic was
that which forbade public meetings unless convoked by
five justices of the peace, but this only continued in force
for five years. If the authorities were mistaken in con-
fusing legitimate grievances with Jacobinism, they were
only committing an error very common in governments,
and their attitude was at least as venial as that of
the numerous agitators who endeavoured to exploit the
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